


Who Am I?







The Significant problems we face cannot be solved at the 
same level of thinking we  were at when we created them

AND 

IF YOU ALWAYS DO WHAT YOU’VE ALWAYS DONE, 
YOU’LL ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU’VE ALWAYS GOT 

Albert Einstein



THEREFORE….WE CHOSE TO CHANGE THE 

WAY WE MANAGE OUR WORK and THINK



Systems thinking: a better way to make work 
,work. 

• Systems Thinking has at least some roots in the General 
System Theory that was advanced by ‘Ludwig von 
Bertalanffy” in the 1940s and furthered by Ross Ashby in 
the 1950s. The term Systems Thinking is sometimes used 
as a broad catch-all heading for the process of 
understanding how systems behave, interact with their 
environment and influence each other.

• W. Edward Deming argued that organizations should be 
managed as systems, not hierarchies.

• 1st organization to catch world’s attention for managing 
the work as a system was Toyota which invented the TPS. 



It starts with changing Thinking
Command-and-Control 
thinking 

Systems Thinking 

Top-down, hierarchy Perspective Outside-in, system 

Functional specialisation Design Demand, value and flow

Separated from work Decision making Integrated with work

Output, targets, standards: 
related to budget

Measurement Designed against purpose, 
demonstrate variation

extrinsic Motivation Intrinsic

Manage budgets and the people Management ethics Act on the system

Contractual Attitude to customers What matters…?

Contractual Attitude to suppliers Partnering and co-operation

Control Approach to change learning



Customer demands
� In systems language service organizations 

are designed to “pull value” from them. i.e. 
to get exactly and only what they want, in 
most expedient fashion. 

� Just as Ohno revolutionized the design 
and management of automotive industry, 
we have an opportunity to provide better 
service at lower costs. 



Types of demand

• VALUE :value demands are those you want 

customers to place on the system: they are 

the reason for your existance. 

• FAILURE: Failure demands are those you 

don’t want: demands cost by a failure to do 

something right for the customer.



Command & Control v/s System Thinkers

• CC thinkers think “smartening- up” people is 

expensive. Smarter people mean more costs. 

Yet when employees learn to do “value 

work” and only that, non value work falls out 

of the system and service improves whilst 

costs falls.

• I will need better people. They are sadly 

always astonished that improvements can be 

achieved with same people.



DOJ&CD Design

• Identify the methodology or management 

system to implement at the operations

• Train as many front line staff on the chosen 

management system

• Pilot on the most problematic service

• Train on pilot sites 

• Learn and roll out to other services 



What is Lean?

• “Lean is a body of knowledge and tools organisations 

use to remove all non-value added time and activity 

(waste) from their processes” 

• Whether you work for a government agency, small 

business, large cooperation, hospital, school, or any 

other organisation, your company exists to provide 

value to customers” (Breakthrough management group 

with Neil DE Carlo, 2007).



The Basic Principles of Lean Thinking
1.Understand what is of value to the 
customer.

2.Identify the process steps that 
create value and eliminate those that 
are waste

3.Make the work in the remaining 
value-creating steps flow

4.Involve employees in continuous 
process improvement

5.Institutionalize sustained process 
improvement



The training programme: Service Delivery 
improvement 

Service Delivery improvement 

• 5 days contact session 

• Targeting all the frontline personal of 

various services 

• Covering “ Human” and “Technical” 

Aspects



LEARN-APPLY- REFLECT

LEARN- Officials need to know WHAT to do i.e. Knowledge

SELF-MANAGEMENT LEAN PRINCIPLES, TOOLS, TECHNQUES.

• Understand the concept Self-

Management

• Understand the difference between 

responsibility and accountability

• Understand the importance of trust

• Understand the importance of 

values and ethics

• Identify personal goals

• Develop effective time management 

skills

• Understand and manage stress

• Learn how to define a problem. 

• Learn about lean tools and techniques such 

as process mapping, fish- bone diagrams, 

Pareto charts, check sheets, affinity 

diagrams.

• Learn about waste identification.

• Know how to do a stakeholder  analysis

• Understand the importance of effective 

service delivery

• Recognising customer needs

• Implementation of customer service 

models



LEARN-APPLY- REFLECT

APPLY- Officials need to know HOW to do it. Skills

SELF-MANAGEMENT PROBLEM SOLVING AND DECISION 

MAKING.

• Set personal goals

• Develop effective time management 

skills

• Identify personalities, talents and 

behaviors

• Develop positive attitude

• Motivate oneself

• Apply lean tools and techniques 

such as process mapping, fish- bone 

diagrams, Pareto charts, check 

sheets, affinity diagrams.

• Develop a problem statement 

• Identify root causes of the problem

• Develop solutions and action plan



LEARN-APPLY- REFLECT

REFLECT- values are critical in any public servant.

• Ethics

• Lessons learned

• Change in behavior 

• Belief systems 

• Change in attitude towards work and customers



The DOJ&CD Lean Journey( 2012-2017)
• The lean management programme was 

introduced at the DOJCD in 2012 by Mr 
Charles Mooke.

• LM was introduced as a result of service 
delivery protest and SABC “Speakout” 
programme relating to maintenance at 
Moretele Magistrate Court.

• 9 pilot courts were selected across the 
country for LM implementation after the 
success of Moretele Magistrate Court.



Implementation: learn by doing

I hear and I forget

I see and I remember 

I do and I understand 

- Confucius -



• Elements of the MTLP

– Each site:

• Starts with a 5-day Rapid Process Improvement 
workshop to:

– Do two Process Improvement Projects (PIP), and

– Train staff in systematic problem-solving at the “ GEMBA”

• Followed by four 2-day follow-up visits at fortnightly 
intervals to:

– Complete implementation of improvement 
recommendations

– Consolidate on-going operational measurements

– Introduce Standard Work (SW)



• Other Elements of the MTLP
– Training of four DoJ&CD facilitators

– Identification of generic improvement practices 
to reduce waiting times in:

• Pre-order maintenance administration

• Delay between monthly maintenance deposit and 
payment to beneficiary

– Collaboration with:
• ISM to build operational performance measurement 

into new pre-order work flow system to identify sites 
that need support

• Baseline research to evaluate effectiveness of lean 
management

• Communication to make educational video, etc



How is value created for the customer?



What is waste?



How do service operations work?
• We try to make clients & files flow through the 

process

Each department 

is the customer of 

the previous one



What prevents value-creating work 
from being done?

The obstacles to the 

flow of clients & files 

through the process



Basic Lean Practices



The lean improvement toolbox

•To fix things we use real tools

•In lean management we also 
use process improvement tools

All toolkits have some tools in common e.g. a screwdriver



5S: The most basic tool in the lean toolkit

Sort out (Seiri) Identify what is necessary for your work

and get rid of the unnecessary

Set in order (Seiton) Keep the necessary tidy and available

Shine (Seiso) Regularly clean & inspect your workplace

Standardize (Seiketsu) Maintain the practice of 5S

Sustain (Shitsuke) Think how you can improve your 5S practice



Another basic tool: Visual management



Before 5S & visual management



After 5S & visual management



What is poor flow?



Implementing improvements



The A3 Process Improvement Method
Title Owner

Background

Current Situation

Goal

Analysis

Improvement Recommendations

Implementation Plan

Follow-up



Why is measurement essential?

Because it is possible to see when corrective 

action is required from patterns in the 

measurements



Normal Peak or dip

Trend Fluctuations

Take 
corrective 

action





PAYMENTS BEFORE IMPROVEMENTS



AFTER IMPLEMENTATION



SUCCESSES CONT…





Background cont…..

• After successful implementation of LM, EXCO 
approved the OPEX implementation strategy.

• EXCO also appointed EXCO OPEX sub-
committee comprising of 3 DDGs, 2 Chief 
Directors and 1 Regional Head to drive 
institutionalisation of the programme in the 
department.

• There were 5 facilitators (4 DOJCD staff and 1 
consultant) at the time and 4 have since 
moved back to their offices.



Background cont…….

• One of the deliverables of the strategy 

was to develop a temporary structure for 

implementation (1 PM, 3 Facilitators and 

6 Assistant Facilitators).

• To date the following appointments have 

been made:

�1 Facilitator

�3 Assistant Facilitators



Background cont….

• Baseline assessment was done in 9 pilot 

courts to check progress and challenges.

• A report recommending new intervention 

strategies was compiled and given to 

LMAT Director.

• New interventions commenced in 

October 2015.



Pilot courts



List of pilot courts
Name of Court Province Status

KwaMhlanga Mpumalanga Active

East London Eastern Cape Active

Kimberly Northern Cape Active

Seshego* Limpopo Active

Botshabelo Free State Active

Thohoyandou Limpopo Active

Philippi Western Cape Active

Emlazi KwaZulu Natal Active

Molopo North West Inactive in 2016

Johannesburg Gauteng Inactive 



Operational Excellence Strategy
• To establish an OpEx capability in the 

department (Structure).

• To integrate and alignment of OpEx 
capability with existing systems in the 
department. 

• Institutionalisation of process improvement 
and SW at the 9 pilot site that participated in 
MTLP (Maintenance Turn Around Lean 
Project)

• To develop a deployment model that will 
reach all processes and facilities of the 
department in the medium term phase. 



Interventions



Interventions conducted 
Rapid Process Improvement (RPI) Training:

Date Name of Court Province Type of training No.

Trained

20-23 Oct 2015 KwaMhlanga Mpumalanga RPI 8

09-13 Nov 2016 East London Eastern Cape RPI 7

14-19 Feb 2016 Kimberly Northern 

Cape

RPI 6

07-11 Dec 2015 Seshego* Limpopo RPI 25

09-13 Nov 2016 Botshabelo Free State RPI 7

Total 53



Interventions conducted cont….
– 2 day Standard Work (SW) training:

Date Type of 

training

Name of court Province No. 

Trained

15-16 Nov 2016 SW Thohoyandou Limpopo 7

15-16 Oct 2015 SW Philippi Western Cape 8

19-20 Nov 2016 SW Emlazi KwaZulu Natal 8

19-20 Sept 2016 SW Molopo North West 10

04-05 Nov 2015 SW KwaMhlanga Mpumalanga 5

Total 38



WTS Courts Performance



WTS Performance

Name of 

court

Target 

in 

hours

IEM 

Performance
Name of Court

Target 

in 

Hours

IEM 

Performance

E mla zi 2  - E mla zi 2 00:52

Kwa Mhla ng a 2  - KwaMhlang a 2 01:58

Molopo 2  - Molopo 2 01:10

Botshabelo 2  - Botshabelo 2 01:09

P hillipi 2  - P hillipi 2 01:18

Thohoyandou 2  - Thohoyandou 2 00:33

Performance Before Sept 2015 Performance after Sept 2015



WTS Performance Cont….

Name of 

court

Target 

in 

hours

Performance Name of Court

Target 

in 

hours

Performance

E a st London 2  - E a st London 2 02:23

Kimberly 2  - Kimberly 2 01:46

J oha nnesburg 2  - J oha nnesburg 2 -

Performance before 01
s t 

 

September 2015

Performance after 01
s t

 September 

2015



WTS performance graphs for courts 

after Sept 2015



Maintenance Payment Courts 
Performance



Maintenance Payments performance

Name of 

Court

Target 

in days
Performance Name of Court

Target 

in days
Performance

E mla zi 4 7.5 E mla zi 4 4.6

Kwa Mhla ng a 4 8 KwaMhlang a 4 4.3

Molopo 4 7 Molopo 4 2

Botshabelo 4 10 Botshabelo 4 3

P hillipi 4 3.7 P hillipi 4 2

Thohoyandou 4 7.1 Thohoyandou 4 3.2

Performance before 01
s t 

 

September 2015
Performance after September 2015



Maintenance Payment performance 

Cont……

Performance before 01st September 2015 Performance after September 2015

Name of 

Court

Target in 

days

Performance Name of 

Court

Target in 

days

Performance

East London 4 2.7 East London 4 9.9

Kimberly 4 8 Kimberly 4 2

Johannesburg 4 - Johannesburg 4 -



Courts performance graphs in 

maintenance payment before Sept 2015



Graphs for overall court performance



Successes, challenges and 
achievements in staff retainment



Successes

• Implementation of Centralised emails at 
DOJCD finance sections.

• Adoption of schedule register to measure 
daily performance.

• Reduction of queues in courts.

• Reduction of payment days to less than 4.

• Improved relations between the Junior 
staff and their managers/supervisors.



Successes cont…

• Cross functional forums formed in courts 

like Thohoyandou and East London 

Magistrate Courts to resolve daily 

operational problems.



Challenges

• Rotation of staff remains a key challenge

Total staff trained on LM before 01
st

 September 2015

Name of court

To
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Emlazi 15 4 9 4 5 33 27 27

KwaMhlanga 15 8 10 8 2 53 13 53

Molopo 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 100

Botshabelo 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 100

Phillipi 9 5 4 0 4 0 44 56

Thohoyandou 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 100



Challenges cont…

Name of court

Tota
l t

ra
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ed
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East London 9 5 4 1 3 11 33 56

Kimberly 8 5 3 1 2 13 25 66

Johannesburg 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 100



Challenges cont….

Retainment of staff trained on LM before 01
st

 September 2015

Name of court

Tota
l t

ra
in

ed
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ed

M
ove

d
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%
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East London 9 5 4 1 3 11 33 56

Kimberly 8 5 3 1 2 13 25 63

Johannesburg 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 100



Challenges cont…
• The current structure and levels at OPEX 

are not attractive to skilled and seasoned 
people outside government.

• Courts’ inability to sustain lean without 
OPEX team close supervision.

• Court managers failure to provide 
leadership and direction in the 
implementation of lean.



Achievements in staff retainment 
cont….



Achievement in staff retainment cont….

Retainment of staff trained on LM after 01
st

 September 2015

Name of court
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East London 8 8 0 0 0 0 0 100

Kimberly 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 100

Johannesburg 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Return on Investment

• Staff morale has improved.

• Less complains regarding maintenance in our 
courts.

• Employees are now adopting a culture of 
measuring daily performance.

• Reduced client waiting time in our courts.

• Beneficiaries maintenance payment is done 
within four (4) days.

• Staff able to use technical lean tools to solve 
problems.



Recommendations 



Recommendations

• LM should form part of individual KPIs. 

• Staff in Cash Hall should not be rotated. 

• Steering committee needs to create more 

time to be briefed about progress and 

provide advice constantly.

• All maintenance courts need to have a 

centralised email to receive schedules. 



Recommendations cont….

• Capacity of Lean Team to be increased 

and finalisation of permanent 

deployment structure.

• DG and corporate service organise a 

session with affected government 

departments to discuss the issues around 

the submission of schedule registers.



Conclusion 



Conclusion

• In a period of 5 years, there has been 

much traction. We should have moved 

out of the 9 pilot to other courts and 

services.

• Huge investments and interventions were 

carried by TPF and ISM to improve the 

service standards but  results are not 

convincing. 



Conclusion cont…..

• There are only 2 causes that inhibit the 

payment of monies to beneficiaries in less 

than 4 days (Challenge of schedule 

register and inability of staff to work in a 

lean practices and techniques).



WHETHER YOU THINK YOU CAN OR YOU 

CANNOT. EITHER WAY YOU ARE RIGHT. 

I THHANK YOU


